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Introduction

"/ used to attack because it was the only
thing / knew. Now / attack because /
know it works best." - Garry Kasparov.
This book is aimed at helping players who want to refine their attacking
technique and be able to understand
how to go about creating the right
conditions to ensure victory. In order to
maximize our chances it is important
to study the various ways an attack can
be created and whether there are ways
to ensure we move up to the next level.
I will endeavour to point out general
considerations that can help an improving player and shortcuts that experienced opponents take for granted. It is
not always easy to understand when to
conduct an attack and this handicap
can be due to a lack of confidence in the
ability to assess a position. The examples I give throughout the book should
be regarded as reminders of what to do
right, and these ideas, if absorbed, are
bound to improve your performance at
the board.
I will also take time to gently remind everyone to constantly be aware
of the practical side of the game. There

is no point playing brilliantly if you
then throw a win away because you
only have thirty seconds left on the
clock to finish things off.

Introducing Some Ideas
1. Count the Pieces
A simple way to try and correctly evaluate what is going on in a position is to
count the pieces that are attacking
compared to the number defending.
This basic but effective idea was passed
on to me and it makes a lot of sense
when trying to work out a plan. This is
because, even if you cannot fathom
every tactical detail, it does help to boost
your confidence in the knowledge that
such positions tend to favour the one
with the majority of pieces. I reckon just
about all of us will acknowledge that
the next position is in White's favour:

A.Sha ba lov-A.Stripu nsky
US Championship,
St Louis 2010
This position looks good for White 5

,IT\d ~() it ~hould be because it is four
pieces against two. The white queen,
rook, bishop and knight are well
placed, whereas Black has to count on
the bishop and rook on f8 to defend the
honour ofthe king. Not surprisingly the
tactics favour White:

fore you have to consider any special
factors. The next game looks splendid
for White using the count the pieces
policy and, sure enough, the advantage
in having more pieces attacking than
those defending is soon evident. My
role in this book is to try and encourage
you to create these kinds of positions
and, if you do, going up to the next
level will be a lot easier.

Zhao Zong Yuan-G.Canfell
Suncoast 1999

White to play
24 f6! i.xf6

Of course 24 ... gxf6 allows 25
and Black cannot prevent mate.

~xh6

25 ~f5! 1-0

A wonderful move which threatens
checkmate on h7 after tDxf6+ by revealing the bishop on c2. There is no hope
for Black: 25 ... i.e7 26 tDf6+ i.xf6 27
~7 mate, or 25 ... g6 26 tDxf6+ ~g7 27
tDxe8+ and White wins a rook.
I think the knowledge that you will
have more attacking options if you
have a majority of pieces near the opposing king will be a positive motivation when trying to think up a plan. It is
an influence on assessing a likely position that is easily taken on board be-
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White to play

I would argue that this is a five vs.
two scenario on the kingside. The white
knights, bishop and queen are well
placed for the attack, while the rook on
el can join in the fun via e3. In contrast
Black is relying on the dark-squared
bishop and king's rook to aid the defence, while he just needs the luxury of
another move to bring the knight back
to f8. These positive factors, combined

willi IlL II k\
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to win quickly:
17 JiLxh7+l<s;xh7
The bishop has to be taken, otherwise Black is soon routed:
a) 17 ... <;£;>g7 18 lbhfS+ exfs 19 lbxfS+
'.";h8 20 'iVhs lbf8 21 .i.g6+ <;£;>g8 22
_axf7 mate.
b) 17 .. .'~"h8 18 'iVhs <Jig7 19 lbhfS+
also leads to mate.
18 "iVhS+ <Jig8 19lbgfS
The threat is 20 "iVg4+ followed by
21 Wig7 mate, so Black has little choice
but to accept another sacrifice.
19 .•• exfs
19 ... .i.f8 runs into 20 J::f.e3, again
forcing mate.
20J::f.e3!
The move that Black missed - the
rook is poised to swing across to the g3
or h3-squares with devastating consequences. Instead, the obvious 20 lbxfS
fails to impress due to 20 ... .i.f8 when
Black will exchange the king's rook, so
White has to bale out with a perpetual
check after 21 "iVg4+ <Jih7 22 'iVhS+ <Jig 8
23 "iVg4+ etc.
20 ....i.d6 21 J::f.h3 1-0
White will move the knight to f3 or
fS and then force mate or win material.
It is impressive that all five of
White's attacking pieces were directly
involved in the attack.
W.ly

2. Predict-a-move
An attacking idea that helps make the
difference is something I call predict-a-

'>0 ollt'li ov('rlook('d by illlprov·
ing plJ.yers, this is a proven method of
winning more games. Quite simply you
try to anticipate what your opponent is
about to do next and then find a move
that conceals a deadly trap if he just
blindly carries on with his plan.
I have used the predict-a-move
method for years, and it has helped me
win numerous games. For example:
n/OV/'.

G.Lane-A.Ashby
Torquay 1982

White to play
Black has just played 31 ..."iVC3 and I
was beginning to panic since the obvious idea is to play 32 ...Wiel next move.
However, I used this knowledge to
thin k of a trap if he carried on with the
plan and came up with 32 b6!. My opponent loudly banged his queen on the
board with the expected 32 ...Wiel,
which allowed me the neat finish 33
J::f.xa8+ .i.xa8 34 "iVa7 mate.

7

Prcdicla-move is not only used for
a mating combination, it is also an effective way to win material:

A.Sztern-G.Lane
Canberra 2001

Black to play

I am on top here but wanted to make
sure of victory before I was dragged
into time-trouble. My first thought was
28 ... C4 with a discovered attack on the
a7-rook by the bishop on d4, but after
29 ..ixc4 my own queen would come
under fire. So I played 28 .. :~c6, pinning
the knight on N, and my opponent did
the obvious thing and moved his king
out the way with 29 ~h2, allowing
29 ... c4! 0-1

whcn somconc plays SOIlH'\ II iIIg odd in
the opening and you don't know how
to respond; all too frequently authors
assume the reader will know what to
do just because they take such things
for granted. However, I will make a
point of showing any tricks and traps
available in the annotated games, to
make it easier to catch opponents out
in the future.
I think you should be on red alert if
someone plays something completely
different. This is the case in the following game where Black is an American
renowned for his fine attacking style
and innovation in the opening, but
sometimes it can all go wrong:

Gamel
A. Yermolinsky-E.Tate
Western Open 2001
Old Benoni
1 d4 c5 2 d5 e6 3 ct:Jc3 exd5 4 ct:Jxd5 ct:Je7

5 ..ig5 h6!?

3. Pattern Chess
The opening is the place where people
can go seriously wrong, so it makes
sense to be prepared to attack at the
earliest opportunity. There are times
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A slightly different move to the

',,,,~oI', I;

111.11 k lId', I (lIllI' lip
witll till' idl'0I01lol1 illl) till' bi.,ltop bdCk
,I"d Lhe" Lrlldiny pieces.
6 ~h4 ~as+ 7 (3 01fS7
11<11"1011

't\VX,I', l!)Xol', 10 I!)( /Ill,il(' ,lIlyW,ly.

9 t,' )(7 mate

The most spectacular sacrifices tend
to involve a queen - and remembering
such attacking themes can make you
look out for similar mating patterns in
the future.

N.Legky-I.Efimov
Asti 1994

8~a4!!

A clever and crushing reply. The
threat of mate allows Yermolinsky to
offer his queen for nothing, which is a
reminder to be on the lookout for refutations of strange opening moves.

White to play
It might initially be quite daunting
to try and spot a win here for White,
but knowledge of the previous game
should be a big help:
30 tDxdS!

8 ... ~xa4

Emory Tate is a good sport and allows his opponent a fitting finale.
There is not much choice about the
final result because the queen has no
sensible retreat and 8.. .'~Jc6 allows 8

This idea should come quickly to
mind if you are looking out for a mating combination with the knight and
bishop.
30...~aS 31 ~bS+! 1-0
If we take it up to another level then

9

kTlowl('dgc of the mating pattern can
work wonders:

Here's a final reminder that watching out for such a mating pattern can
improve your standard of play. even in
slightly different circumstances:

D.Solak-J.Kozamernik
Ljubljana 2003

Game 2
Z.Runic-D.Bosnjak
Sarajevo 2010

Caro-Kann Defence
1 e4 c6 2 d4 d5 3 e5
This is known as the Advance CaroKann.
3....if5 4 ttJf3 e6 5 .ie2 ttJd7 6 0-0 c5 7
c4 ttJe7 8 ttJC3 dXc4 9 .ig5

White to play
23 ~a4!
Yes. this should be more obvious by
now; once again a mating net is set up.
23 ... h6??
Black clearly saw enough not to accept the sacrifice: 23 ... .txa4?? 24 ttJxf7+
c;t>d7 2S .ifS+ ~e6 26 .ixe6+ gives
White enough time to take the king's
rook, winning easily; and 23 ...~xb2??
fails to 241::[c2 .ixa4 2S ttJxf7+ c;t>d7 26
.ifs mate. But he failed to notice that
23 ~a4 was actually threatening something, otherwise he would have played
23 ... .te7!. preparing a safe square at e8
for the king.
24 ~d7+! 1-0
Since 24 ....txd7 2S ttJxf7 is again
mate.
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9 ...~b6 or 9 .. .f6 are the normal
moves in this position. but Black decided on an independent course:
9 ... h6? 10 ttJb5!
Surely such a move comes to mind a
lot quicker by now?
10 ...~b6
lo ... hxgS?? 11 ttJd6 mate would be
truly embarrassing.
11 ttJd6+ c;t>d8 12 dXc5 ~xb2 13 .txe7+
.txe7 14 ttJxf5

ItJ

i'Ixl / I .llId

I',

i'l)dIH I'•. d·.11 '1ll1ld,

bill Wllill·II",> '>IH)III'd .1111.1111111 111'1.
14 ... exfS 15 Ybll-0
Moving the queen allows 16 .!dxb7

.Ind mate on d7.

How to Win Friends and
Influence the Chessboard
"One should respect a defeated opponent!" - Alexander Kha1ifman.
Although I take a look at the role of
psychology, of how it can influence decision making at the board and away
from it, the emphasis is on the lighter
side. Now that we expect to win many
more games, I would expect a graceful
response to questions from potential
opponents. Always make them leave
feeling that if they survive 25 moves in
the next game that would be quite
something. If they take an interest in
your favourite chess opening, direct
them towards a risky gambit and add
knowledgeably that the resulting position with a two pawn deficit for them
is 'interesting" and worthy of further
study.
Just to be serious, all I really mean is
be polite. After all Vishy Anand is such
a gentleman that everyone wants to
help him, to the point where rivals
Carlsen, Kramnik and Kasparov phoned
him on Skype to lend him support and
analysis in his 2010 match World
Championship match against Topa10v.
What you should not do is to encourage people to beat you by being a

b.ld 10·,I'r. '>01111' 1>1'01'11' rtllllll'r tlll'ir
()Illr.l~e ell losin~ and stride off after

the game without even bothering to
help set up the pieces. This is not the
right way to conduct yourself, especially as the consequence is that a long
line of opponents will try even harder
to beat you.

The Ultimate Reply to
Any Onlooker
"These things are not conducive to highclass play!" - Bobby Fischer recalling an
incident to interviewer James Burke in
1972 when an onlooker whispered a
move in his ear during an American
tournament.
I have seen all kinds of response to
onlookers who misguidedly offer advice to stronger players than themselves when the players are analysing
after a result. I have heard the master
who kindly replied that the suggested
move did have a lot going for it and he
would have chosen it but for the loss of
a queen. I think you should be polite,
especially if you start getting the winning habit by attacking in more games.
The most devastating reply that I
know of was recorded by the English
master Amos Burn in a letter dated
from 1889. He wrote:
"I once heard of Mr Schull, one of
the strongest players we ever had in
the Liverpool Chess Club, but who has
now for some years been living in Waterdown, Dacota. Mr Schull was one
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d,lY l,lkiny lunch dl lhe club when he

observed, at a little distance, a rather
weak player engaged in analysing a
particularly fine game that he, Mr
Schull had played the day before. In the
course of his analysis the weak player
kept suggesting, as improvements on
Schull's play, inferior moves which
probably would have lost the game offhand. Mr Schull stood it as long as he
could, but finally he could endure no
longer, and turning on the offender he
inquired in accents stern 'Mr ---, did
you ever see a monkey examining a
watch?'"
I would only add that experienced
players are usually more than happy to
share views with players about a game,
but a word of warning from my own
experience: don't suggest a winning
move while the game is still in progress.

the hook. The comments afterwarJ~
are normally of the kind: "I was a piece
up, winning easily, and then I lost on
time." It always sounds to me as
though they are suggesting someone
else should take the blame.
I will give some pointers on how to
reduce the number of occasions in
which you are fighting against the
clock as well as the pieces on the board.
It is clear that time-trouble can cause
all sorts of problems, which can lead to
the ruin of a game:

J.Benjamin-B.Gulko
US Championship,

Seattle 2000

Nothing Can Go Wrong Now
At the end I have added a chapter
called Tricks of the Trade, giving guidelines on the practical side of chess and
how to step up to a higher level. I discuss various issues, perhaps not directly linked to attacking, but which
can alter the course of a game.
The number one problem for a lot of
players is running out of time. I have
met many people who played the game
of their life, some even claim to have
been unstoppable, but they still lost.
There is no point honing your attacking
skills only to allow your opponent off
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White to play

The former US Champion later recalled "In time pressure, I tried to
weigh the consequences of 32 ~xf7
(unclear) and 32 'iVxe3 liJe4 (probably a
draw). Suddenly I had a brainstorm."
32 ~xe3?? 'iVb2 mate

111I'f(' .If(' ,I 101

(If III·opl!' wllel

('X(

(,I

.11 Illill ot t.lpid !join!!'., Ilul f,lil mi<'l'r,l

Drawl

Illy wlll'n IryitllJ lo play well in timeIrouble. It is hdrdly surprising - there is
more at risk when you have been toiling for around four hours and are on
Ihe verge of winning or losing over the
.. pace of a few minutes. Here is another
reminder of how it can all go wrong:

Ilow l,lII d clrdW offer be part of the
package for the attacking player? It
sounds ludicrous but time and time
again I have witnessed players reasonably offering a draw, only for their
opponents to refuse and then go berserk. It might be a psychological trick
but occasionally it does work.

BJones-N.Povah
British Championship,
Chester 1979

A.Morozevich-K.Maslak
Russian Championship,
Moscow 2008

Black to play

White to play

A typical example where Black has
worked hard for victory all the game
and now only needs to complete one
more move to reach the time control.
40 ... "iYc6??
The lure of attacking the bishop and
threatening ... "iYxf3 proves too much
for Black who can't resist one more
trick. But he overlooked something:
41 "iYf8 mate

After giving anum ber of checks
White played 69 "iYd4 and offered a
draw. This makes sense because he has
no realistic winning ambitions, and
69 ... ..tf2 70 "iYa1+ ~d2 71 "iYa5+ ~xc2
72 "iYa2+ will end up in a draw eventually since the queen will keep checking.
However, the psychological ploy
worked: the draw was immediately
rejected and Black quickly played the
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blunder 69 ... '.i'fl7? allowing 70
mate.

~gl

The Exception

White to play
Although I am always advocating
strong, attacking play with the emphasis on securing the win at all costs, I did

track down one game where, I hav(' to
admit, sportsmanship took over and is
to be admired. The star American junior Stuart Rachels was playing Black in
the Birmingham tournament in 1983
when his lowly rated opponent set up a
big shock with the brilliant 24 z:td7+!,
plunging the youngster into despair:
24 ... 'it>g8 25 z:txd8+ \%Vxd8 26 \%Vxh8+
wins quickly, while 24 ... z:txd7 also leads
to a forced loss after 25 \%Vxh8+ 'it>f7 26
z:th7+ 'it>e6 27 \%Ve8+ \%Ve7 (27 ... z:te7 28
\%Vc6 mate) 28 \%Vxg6+ \%Vf6 29 \%Ve8+ \%Ve7
30 z:th6 mate.
So why did White accompany the
winning move with a draw offer? Because there can be exceptions in the
pursuit of winning even against gifted
juniors - especially when it turns out
that White was Jim Rachels, his dad.

Chapter One

Count the Pieces

"When I play chess, I hardly ever calculate the play in detail. I rely very much
on an intuitive sense which tells me
what are the right moves to look for. " legendary grandmaster Miguel Najdorf
in Chess Life, 1962.

There are many aspects to creating
an attack but a recurring theme that
can earn success is to count the pieces.
Yes, it is simplistic, but the more I play
the more I observe that there's more
than a grain of truth in it. I first came
across the idea when talking to the
English grandmaster Julian Hodgson.
He had once again won a brilliant, attacking game and had been swamped
by questions on how he had managed
to see so many moves ahead and was
the sacrifice really sound? As we travelled around London after the game I
put to him the same sort of line of enquiry. He shrugged his shoulders and
said "I just counted th~ pieces". I did
wonder if I had misheard him but he
said the same thing and added "look, I

was attacking his king with four pieces
and he was defending with one so
there has to be something." I nodded
wisely but it took me some time to realize what he explained so quickly can
actually make a difference when trying
to evaluate a position.

F.Kwiatkowski-S.G regory
Hastings 2009/10

Black to play

A casual glance would confirm that
15

While h makillg good

progrl'~~

bl'

cause the pair of bishops are targeting
the black kingside, while the queen and
rook are handily placed. In contrast
Black has a rook and bishop on defensive duties, so four vs. two is just a
quick way of acknowledging that
White should have more options available. A more detailed appraisal of the
position does of course indicate things
are looking bright because of the threat
of mate on h7. There followed:

pott'lll i.ll Llllacks easier to <1ppn'ci,llt'.
Here is another example of how olle
can count the pieces to find out who is
on top.

C.Jl!arez Flores-S.Lputian
Manila Interzonal 1990

18 ... g6

18 ...h6 allows White to swamp the
black king by 19 gxh6 i.f6 20 i.h7+!
'it>xh7 (or 20 ... 'it>h8 21 hxg7+ i.xg7 22
i.xg7 mate) 21 hxg7+ 'it>g8 22 'iVh8
mate; while 18 ... f5 runs into 19 gxf6
ct:Jxf6 20 .l:!.xg7+! (the prettiest finish)
20 ...'it>xg7 21 \li'xh7 mate.
19 \li'xh7+! 1-0
Black resigned in view of 19 ... 'it>xh7
20 .l:!.h4+ 'it>g8 21 .l:!.h8 mate.
That all sounds very simple and I
have to admit there is somewhat more
to creating a successful attack. But the
point is that knowing such a handy
formula can make it easier to strive for
such positions without having to analyse every line in your head. I believe
that being aware of such a constant
truth can help one go up to the next
level. I have heard this sort of thing before described as superior force conquers but that never really struck me as
being a golden rule. The more simplistic approach makes assessments of
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Black to play

I once presented this position to
various improving players and quite a
few, independently, revealed later that
the idea of counting the pieces did help
them to solve the puzzle. Sure enough,
it is three vs. one so Black should have
more attacking chances. Black's queen,
knight and bishop are well placed but
the white rook on f1 is holding things
together and you might argue that the
knight on d4 is giving a helping hand.
22 ....l:!.xd4! 0-1
Black removes a defending piece
and White suddenly resigns due to 23
cxd4 i.f3! 24 gxf3 exf3 25 .l:!.gl (otherwise ... ~g2+) 25 ... ct:Jxf2 mate.

Ill!' I() 1111111" ( "'1 W() I kill ('V('I Y'.1.11 jl'
III 111l' q.IIIH· ilH 11IdilHJ ('IHJill~J'''. /\ft(', .111
wl1l'1l tlH' pi('(('" .,tart being exchanged
It i'. .,orndirnes easy to forget that att.1l king chances are still available:

G.Lane-J.Nunn
Stroud 1980

White to play
The grandmaster playing Black had
tried to avoid a likely draw by advancing his king up the board in the vague
hope of putting off his junior opponent. It is true I did not know the ruse
count the pieces at the time, but I
clearly remember thinking that there
had to be something good happening
because a11 my pieces were within
striking distance ofthe black king:
21 a3+!
I spotted that the black king was in
a perilous situation but this pawn
nudge really gives Black something to
worry about. The ingredient as to why

~11l II " (OIllhill,1I ion worb is cle,uly
bt'c,lllse I have managed to activate all
my pieces, while the black king's stroll
is a lone mission. Of course White
could also play 21 lLlxe6 first, followed
by 21 .. .fxe6 22 a3+! etc.
21...Wxa3
The alternatives are no better:
21 ... WC3 22 lLle2 mate or 21 ... Wa4 22
lLlxe6 fxe6 23 l:txc4+ Wxa3 24 l:tas
mate.
22lLlxe6 Wb4
What else? The obvious 22 .. .fxe6 is
met by 23l:txc4 as (to prevent l:tas+) 24
l:te3+ Wa2 2sl:ta4 mate.
23l:tC5 1-0
Black resigned as 23 .. .fxe6 24
l:tdxc4+ Wa3 2sl:tas is again mate.

Now that the basic idea has been
presented, the next stage is to learn
how to use the knowledge in future
games. I think the best way to get the
hang of it is to see how other players
often marshal their forces to make sure
they have a piece majority when attacking the king:

Game 3
N.Short-Ye Jiangchuan
Taiyuan 2004

Sicilian Defence
1 e4 c5 2 lLlf3 e6 3 d4 cxd4 4 lLlxd4 lLlc6
5lLlc3 WiC7
This is known as the Taimanov
Variation, after the Russian grandmas-
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lcr Mark I aim,lIlOv. Ili~ namc is also
linked to various other openings because he analysed and published his
findings during the 1960s and 70s
when he was amongst the elite players
in the world.
6 i.e2 a6 7 0-0 ct:Jf6 8 'It>hl
This is the sort of mysterious move
that can make people wonder how to
emulate the stars. However, if you look
at a lot of background games in this
line then it should come as no surprise.
The idea is that the king gets out of the
way in preparation for f2-f4, when annoying checks or pins on the gl-a7 diagonal will now be avoided.
8... i.e7 9 f4 d6 10 ct:Jxc6 bxc6 11 'iHd3!?

The queen is ready to swing across
to the kingside when required. The
slight difference, compared to the
standard manoeuvre 'iHel, is that
White also has the option of the h3square to carryon attacking in the
middlegame. In other lines White tends
to play i..cl-e3 an early stage, so Short
is taking advantage of the situation.
11 ... 0-012 b3
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White does not want to hurry lo
move the queen, so the queen's bishop
needs to be developed and a fianchetto
is appropriate in this case.
12 ... i.b7 13 i.b2 c5 14 :c!.ael :c!.ae8
This is a good demonstration of
Black conducting a reasonable-looking
defence - as you would expect from
one of China's best players. Still, even if
you are not sure by now of how to
breakthrough, the idea of counting the
pieces allows the rest of us to try and
guess Short's intentions by just adding
more pieces to the kingside.
15 'iHh3!
In his comments afterwards Short
revealed that this was the hardest
move of the game because he offers up
a pawn without having a conclusive
follow-up. Nevertheless, a key factor in
his decision making would surely be
that all his pieces are well placed for a
kingside attack, which means once
again that he will have a lot of tactical
opportunities.
15 ... ct:Jxe4!
Black accepts the challenge and
grabs the pawn. If instead:
a) ls ... i..xe4 16 ct:Jxe4 ct:Jxe4 17 i.d3
dS 18 i.xe4 dxe4 19 :c!.xe4 and White
has the better chances.
b) lS ... dS 16 eS ct:Jd7 17 i.d3 gives
White promising play.
16 i.d3 ct:Jf6
The knight returns to f6 to protect
against mate on h7. After 16 ... dS White
can regain material equality with interest: 17 ct:Jxe4 dxe4 18 i.xe4 i.xe4 19

U)(f'tl ~clH

(01

101'''1011

',,"11

,I',

by 20
.L'!.xe6 winning)
}() ~e31 and White has an edge thanks
10 the superior pawn structure.
17 )de3
I 'J. .. :lldH? i',

~IJ

il

quit kly

IlIOVl'

JJlIIli .. lled

yG 21. ~C3 f6 22

This fits in well with the general
strategy of adding more pieces to the
attack because White is now in a position to move the rook along the third
rank to help influence matters. Indeed,
the threat now is a combination very
similar to the one I outlined at the start
of the chapter in Kwiatkowski-Gregory.
17 ttJdS?! is harmless in view of
17 ... i.xds 18 i.xf6 g6 19 i.xe7 .l::txe7 20
..ixa6 (otherwise White is just a pawn
down) 20 ... .l::ta8 and Black has the advantage.
I suspect Black had been focused on
the tactical line starting with 17 ttJbS
which unveils a discovered attack on
the king's knight, but in this case Black
should be fine; e.g. 17 ... axbs 18 i.xf6
g6 (or 18 ...h6 19 i.xg7 'it>xg7 20 ~g4+
'it>h8 21 ~S i..xg2+ 22 'it>gl 'it>g7 23
~g4+ and a draw is the best White can

lIopl' 1(1) IIJ'1<XI'/ (ill<,II'"d 19 JlLb2?1 i~
well met by 19 ... c4, disrupting White's
array of attacking pieces) 19 .. J:txe7 20
.3l.xbS with roughly equal chances.
17 ... g6
Black blunts the might of the lightsquared bishop but at the same time
enhances White's dark-squared bishop.
17 ... .l::td8? is even worse as it allows a
pretty finish: 18 ttJdS! i.xds 19 i.xf6 g6
(or 19 ... h6 20 "iixh6! gxh6 21 .l::tg3 mate)
20 ~xh7+! 'it>xh7 21 .l::th3+ 'it>g8 22 .l::th8
mate.
In his notes to the game Short does
his best to prove that White also has
plenty of attacking chances after
17 ... h6 18 .l::tg3 (threatening to take on
h6) 18 ... 'it>h8 and then:

a) 19 .l::txg7 looks good but is really a
silent draw offer; i.e. 19 ... 'it>xg7 20
~g3+ 'it>h8 21 ~3 'it>g7 22 ~g3+ 'it>h8
23 ~4 and the game will soon be
drawn.
b) 19 ttJdl! .l::tg8 20 ttJe3 ~d8!
(20 ... dS? loses to 21 i.xf6 i.xf6 22 ttJg4,
intending to take on f6 or h6) 21 .l::tgS!
~a8!! (the only way to save the posi-
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